Abstract. In this paper, we present efficient parallel algorithms for the following graph problems: finding the lowest common ancestors for vertex pairs of a directed tree; finding all fundamental cycles, a directed spanning forest, all bridges, all bridge-connected components, all separation vertices, all biconnected components, and testing the biconnectivity of an undirected graph. All these algorithms achieve the O(lg n) time bound, with the first two algorithms using n[n/lg n] processors and the remaining algorithms using n[n/lg n] processors. In all cases, our algorithms are better than the previously known algorithms and in most cases reduce the number of processors used by a factor of n lg n. Moreover, our algorithms are optimal with respect to the time-processor product for dense graphs, with the exception of the first two algorithms.
taneous writes on the same location are prohibited. This model is called PRAM in [6] .
In describing our parallel algorithms, we use the instruction introduced by Preparata and Vuillemin [11] . Specifically, parallel operations are controlled by for all :P(i) pardo instructions dopar;
where P(i) is a predicate of i. Let T( V',/') be a directed graph, T is said to have a root r, if r V' and every vertex v V' is reachable from r via a directed path. If the underlying undirected graph of T is a tree, then T is a directed tree. If, moreover, the underlying graph of T is a subgraph of a connected undirected graph G(V, E) and V' V, then T is a directed spanning tree in G. A directed forest is a graph whose connected components are directed trees. If T is a directed forest such that each directed tree in T is a directed spanning tree of a component of an undirected graph G and vice versa, then T is called a directed spanning forest of G. If the edges of T are all reversed, the resulting graph is called an inverted spanning forest of G. Inverted spanning trees, inverted trees, inverted forests, etc. are defined similarly. Throughout this paper, we denote the "undirected" path from vertex a to vertex b in a (directed) tree by [a,-> b] , and by [a,-> b) if vertex b is to be excluded. If the path consists of at least one edge, then the "," is removed from the notation.
Definitions and notation. A graph G(V,
An inverted tree T is called an ordered tree if the sons of every vertex in T are ordered. If v is the ith son of a vertex in T, then the rank of v is i.
Let T(V', E') be a directed tree, and u, v V', the lowest common ancestor (LCA (u, v)) of u and v in T is the vertex w 6 V' such that w is a common ancestor of u and v, and any other common ancestor of u and v in T is also an ancestor of w in T. If T is a spanning tree of a connected, undirected graph G, let (u, v) be an edge in G-T, then the cycle in G consisting of the paths [u ,-> LCA(u,v)], [LCA (u, v) . 4 v] and the edge (v, u) is a fundamental cycle in G. Let e E', e is a bridge in G if and only if e is not on any cycle in G. Let B be the set of bridges in G, every connected component of the graph G'(V,E-B) is a bridge-connected component of G. Let a V, if there exist u, v V such that u, v, a are all distinct and such that every path connecting u and v in G passes through a, then a is called a separation vertex 4 . Finding all paths from the vertices to the roots in an inverted forest. In this section, we present a method for constructing an array, denoted by F/, in which each row contains a path from a vertex to a root in an inverted forest. The array will be very useful in the design of parallel algorithms presented in the following sections.
Let T(V', E') be an inverted forest with ]V'] n, without loss of generality, we assume V'= {1, 2,..., n}. Let {T/} be the set of all inverted trees in T and {r.} be the set of all their roots. DEFINITION. F" V'-' V' is a function such that F(i) the father of the vertex in T for i {r.}, F(r) r Vr 6 {ri}.
The function F can be represented by a directed graph F which can be constructed from T by adding a self-loop at each root r. in T.
From the function F, we define Fk, k > 0, as follows"
If is a vertex in T., F k (i) is the kth ancestor of in T. or r.. 6 V', if is in T., for some/', then depth (i)=min{klFk(i)=ri and 0<_-k <_-n -1}.
DEFINITION. For each
The concepts Fk(i), k >-_0 and depth (i), 1 <_-i <_-n, were first introduced by Savage in [15] . She showed that given the function F of a directed forest T (T could be a directed forest or an inverted forest), F k (i), 0 <= k <-n 1, and depth (i), 1 _-< _-< n, can be computed in O(lg n) time with n 2 processors and n [n/lg n processors respectively.
In the following, we will show in Theorem 4.1 that Fk(i), 0<= k <-n-1, 1 <-i <-n, can indeed be computed in O(lg n) time with n[n/lg n] processors or in O(lg 2 n) time with n [n/lg 2 n processors, and then depth (i) can be computed in O(lg n) additional time with n processors. (ii) Given Fk(i), O<=k<- Proof. To compute F , for all 0 <-_ k <_-n 1, we proceed in two steps: Step 2 can be computed in
Once Fk(i), 1 <--i =<n, 0=<k _-<n-1, are computed, depth (i), 1- [3] and the array F + presented in the last section. The latter is used to assign a direction to each edge in the undirected spanning forest generated by the former. 2 We first give a general description for the strategy used in our algorithm. In the course of running the algorithm for finding an undirected spanning forest [3] , a number of 1-tree-loop's [7] vertex in G or a 1-tree-loop). The edges of these 1-tree-loop's will be included in the undirected spanning forest and all these edges are directed edges, whose directions are ignored by the algorithm in [3] . If the only loop in a 1-tree-loop is destroyed by eliminating the out-going edge from the smallest-numbered-vertex, the resulting graph is an inverted tree. As a result, when the loops of all the 1-tree-loop's are destroyed in this way, the resulting graph (built by embedding the modified (acyclic) 1-tree-loop's created during one iteration into the modified (acyclic) 1-tree-loop's created during the following iteration) may well be an inverted spanning forest. Unfortunately, this is not the case in general, because some vertices may end up with two fathers. This situation is depicted in Fig. 5 .1, where a directed edge (a, b) is selected during iteration /' + 1 to connect two supervertices $1 and $2 created during iteration/'. The two graphs resulting from the two supervertices are inverted trees. However, since a is not the root rl of $1, a will have two fathers after $1 and $2 have been included into a single supervertex. Therefore, the graph S1 U $2 is not an inverted tree, by definition, unless the directions of all the edges on the path from a to rl are reversed. The same situation occurs in $2 U $3 when the directed edge (c, d) is selected to connect $2 and $3. To overcome this difficulty, we have to reverse the directions of all edges on the path from a to rl and those on the path from c to r2. The array F/, described in 4, contains the path from any vertex to a root in an inverted forest T; hence we can generate the array F + covering both $1 and $2. By retrieving the ath row and the cth row of F+, we can identify the set of all edges whose directions are to be reversed in S and '-2 respectively. Our algorithm runs in two stages. ALGORITHM DSF. Stage 1 (, The first stage is basically a modified version of the algorithm for finding an undirected spanning forest. We refer the reader to reference [3] for the details.,) Execute the algorithm for finding an undirected spanning tree; during each iteration j, 1 _<-j =< lg n, record the following information" a. Convert the forest of all 1-tree-loops generated during this iteration into a forest of inverted trees by eliminating the edge from the smallest-numberedvertex of each 1-tree-loop and store the forest in a vector F/. ( A complete example is given in Fig. 5.2 and a detailed implementation using the method described above is given in the Appendix. It is known that a set of fundamental cycles of a connected, undirected graph G(V, E) can be determined from a spanning tree T(V, E') of G [14] . Specifically DEFINITION. Let G(V, E) be an undirected graph, T(V, E') be its inverted spanning tree and u V. HLCA (u) =LCA (u, v) , where (u, v)E-E'U{(u, u)} and depth (LCA (u, v))-< depth (LCA (u, v')), V(u, v')E-E'LJ{(u, u)}. This method allows us to design optimal parallel algorithms for the graph theoretic problems discussed in the following sections.
FIG. 5.2(i) G(V, E).

FIG. 5.2(ii
The method is based on the preorder numbering [9] of the vertices in an ordered spanning tree T( V, E') of G. We denote the pre0rder number of a vertex v by pre (v). , w) ). Part (ii) can be proved similarly. 13 Lemma 8 Proof. From Corollary 8.3, HLCA (u) _< pmin (u) and HLCA (u) _< pmax (u). Thus, HLCA (u)_< LCA (pmin (u), pmax (u)). By definition, pre (pmin (u)) -< pre (u)-<pre (pmax (u)). This implies pre (LCA (pmin (u), pmax (u)))-<pre (u)< pre (LCA (pmin (u), pmax (u))) + nd (LCA (pmin (u), pmax (u))). By Lemma 8.1, LCA (pmin (u), pmax (u))-<u. Therefore LCA (pmin (u), pmax (u))_< LCA (u, pmin (u)) and LCA (pmin (u), pmax (u)) _<LCA (u, pmax (u)). By Corollary 8.3, LCA (pmin (u), pmax (u))-< HLCA (u). 11 LEMMA 8.5. Let T( V, E') be a directed tree whose vertices have been labelled in preorder. Then For instance, the preorder number of u is 21. For convenience sake, we name each vertex by its preorder number. it can be easily checked that depth (LCA (u, 12))<min (depth (LCA (u, 18) ), depth (LCA (u, 16))), and that depth (LCA (u, 28))< depth (LCA (u, 24) ). Furthermore, pmin (u) 12, pmax (u) 28, and LCA (12, 28) 3, which is clearly HLCA (u Proof.
Step 1 can be done in O(n/K +lg n) time (Theorem 4.2). In step 2, the ordered pairs {(T[2, i], T[1, i])11 <-_-< n} are sorted. This can be done in O(lg n lg lg n) time with n processor [1] . (. In fact, for K >_-lg n, we can sort n elements in O (lg n) time [1] . However, the O(lg n lg lg n) time suffices for our purposes here .). Proof. Lemmas 8.5, 8.7. 9. Finding all bridges in a connected, undirected graph. In this section, we present an optimal parallel algorithm for finding all bridges in a connected, undirected graph. The correctness of the algorithm is based on the following theorems.
LEMMA 9.1. Let G(V,E) be a connected, undirected graph, fie E is a bridge of G, then e is contained in every inverted spanning tree of G.
Proof. Trivial. Due to this lemma, the number of edges to be examined is greatly reduced from O(n 2) to O(n). Construct an inverted spanning tree T(V, E') for G(V, E). I0. The bridge-connected components of a connected, undirected graph. Once the bridges of a connected, undirected graph are determined, its bridge-connected components can be determined. Specifically, we eliminate all the bridges in G and then use Algorithm MOD.CONNECT [3] , [4] to find the connected components of the resulting graph. Each of the connected components thus found is a bridgeconnected component of G.
The algorithm obviously runs in O(n/K + lg 2 n) time with nK (K >= 1) processors.
11. Finding all biconnected components in a connected, undirected graph. In this section, we present an optimal parallel algorithm for finding all biconnected components of a connected, undirected graph G(V, E). Since a biconnected component can be completely determined by its vertex set, it suffices to. find the vertex sets of all the biconnected components of G.
DEFINITION. Let T(V,E') be an inverted spanning tree of G(V,E). Let Let (ai, bi) be the edge in G-T determining C, 1 _<-_-</. Let e(a), e(b) be the edges in T such that e(ai)=(ai, F(ai)) and e(bi)=(b,F(b)); then in each C, we have: (i) e(ai)ze(b) and (ei_ze(a) or e_ze(b)) and (eae(a) or eZe(b)); or (ii) ei_a A e(a) and eze(a); or (iii) e_lAe(bi) and eze(b). In any of the above eases, there is a path from e_a to e in G". In particular, there is a path from e to ea and a path from el-a to e' in G". Joining all these paths together, we have a path from e to e' in G". Hence, e and e' belong to the same connected component in G". Proof. First, the set of all biconnected components is determined. This takes O(n/K +lg2 n) time with nK(K _->1) processors (Theorem 11.4). Next, the head of each e E', head (e), is determined. This obviously takes O(1).time with nK processors. Then the set of all head (e)'s are divided into groups such that those e's belonging to the same biconnected component have their head (e)'s grouped together.
This involves sorting and takes O(lg n lg lg n) time with n processors [1] . Finally [13] . His probabilistic algorithms can be converted into O(lg n) time parallel algorithms. The resulting algorithms are, however, nonuniform in the sense that a different program is needed for each n. Another problem of immediate interest is whether there exist parallel algorithms which are optimal for both dense and sparse graphs. Specifically, they achieve the O(lg 2 n) time bound using [m/lg 2 n processors where m is the number of edges of the given graph.
Finally, we shall point out that although we assume nK, the number of processors available, satisfies the condition K -> 1 throughout this paper, it is not difficult to extend our results to cases where 0 < K < 1 if Brent's theorem [19] 
